The Report:
An Update

The Honorable Calvin O. Pressley has been appointed as a member of the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York.

April 10 is the deadline for all budget proposals. The interviewing period is from April 10 through April 19.

A student survey being conducted by the Day Session Student Government and WBBM radio has received 2,025 responses out of the 9,334 surveys which were mailed out.

Provost Promises
Full Summer Program Of Classes

By GEORGIA KONTOS

Summer classes 1989 at Baruch will be unaffected by the current budget crisis, according to Provost John McGarraghy.

Rumors that classes will be canceled due to a budget cut are false, McGarraghy said. "Even if the college experiences some cuts in its budget, we don't expect that to affect the summer program," he said.

Summer classes which begin June 12 and end July 31, will offer the same range of courses as in the past, and there is 'no reason to expect classes to be smaller," McGarraghy added.

He also said that the state legislature has not yet passed the budget for the next fiscal year which starts the first of July. The budget is expected to pass within the next couple of weeks, he said.

"We won't know the seriousness of the cut and exactly what it will affect until we actually have a budget for next year. All we have now is what the governor proposed to the legislature some months ago," stated McGarraghy.

The last day to file a summer intent form is April 28, according to McGarraghy.

Department Heads
Are Optimistic
About The Effects
Of The Budget Crisis

By RITA LEAHY

Contrary to statements issued by City University of New York Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy, indicating that the University will be forced to lay-off more than 1,000 full and part-time staff and faculty if the governor's proposed 1989-90 budget is adopted by the state legislature, department chairpersons have stated that they believe their departments will in fact not be affected by these budget cuts, which total $60 million.

Steve Lilen, chairperson of the accounting department, stated that his department is actually expecting to add several new faculty members to its staff and said "I don't expect cuts in the number of faculty in next year's academic year." However, in a series of fact sheets compiled by Jay Hershenson, director of special projects in the governor's office in Albany, it is stated that the CUNY senior colleges are facing a budget deficit of $45 million and "much harsh cuts will mean the cancellation of thousands of classes, dramatic increases in class size and mandatory cuts in student and academic support services."

Pamela Shingorn, chairperson of the art department, said that although it is too soon to say for sure exactly what the impact of these cuts will be on her department, she doubts that it will be losing any faculty members who have been with the department for a significant amount of time. She also stated "I expect to have a (1989-90) schedule very similar to the one we had last year," and said "We haven't heard anything about cuts to our budget... In terms of our supplies and equipment budget, I have heard nothing." However, Murphy's statement issued Feb. 6, states "full-time position reductions are a certainty" and "Administrative assistants, full- and part-time staff layoffs do not avoid other staff reductions --- part-time.

Computer Virus
Contaminates
Baruch's
Micro Computer Lab

By WILLIAM ST. LOUIS

According to Frank Werber, manager of Baruch's Micro Computer Lab, a virus was detected in the lab in February. "The virus itself is believed to be a variation of a famous virus. As near as we can tell what we have contracted is a strain of the Pakistan Brain. "The Pakistan Brain is a program that was written in 1986 by two brothers in Maine. The story goes that they were writing software in Pakistan and people were making unauthorized copies of their software so they wrote a program that would cause you lots of problems if you tried to make copies of the software they sold you. Eventually this virus, which is a very well written and powerful virus, spread all over the world," Werber said.

Baruch Yearbook
Makes Publishers
Top Ten List

By TONI COLAVITO

The 1988 edition of the Baruch College yearbook, Lexicon, has been recognized as one of the top 10 yearbooks published by the Taylor Publishing Company, according to Celia Pacheco, editor-in-chief of Lexicon.

Pacheco said that it cost $30,000 to print 6,000 yearbooks. It was judged on its page design, theme development, copywriting, cover design, and special page design.

The virus is expected to have caused "serious problems, but it has been contained," he said.

Students Protest
Budget Cuts

Low Turnout Of
Baruch Students Shows Apathy

By BARBARA MEISSNER

On March 14 the Day Session Student Government, in conjunction with other City University's and State University's of New York, held a rally in Albany to protest the proposed budget cuts, according to Ainsley Boisson, DISG president.

Boisson said that "The idea behind the rally was just to get as many people as possible up there to make an impression." The proposed budget cut CUNY-wide is $70 million, of which Baruch will share nine percent, said Sean Mason, council member, Mason attended the rally in Albany with 11 other students.

Boisson was unable to explain why other schools had better student turnout, while only 12 people from Baruch attended the rally. "I just don't know what the difference is." (Continued on Page A1 column 1)
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DONT CRY WOLF

When Chancellor Murphy and President Segall announced the upcoming budget cuts earlier this year and predicted dire results for Baruch College, we took them at their word. Suddenly hysterical rumors raged through the school about the elimination of summer classes and of much beloved staff members. Fearing a disaster similar to the ’70s budget cuts, students began sending protest letters to the State Senate and the Day Students Students Government Travelled to Albany to take our grievances to the senators in person.

Now we learn that Baruch department heads are unconcerned. They seem to feel that their operations would be essentially unaffected by any of the proposed cuts.

But, what has been the noise about? Where did all those rumors come from?

The most important question, however, is: What is going to happen next year when similar cuts are threatened and the administration is forced to cry wolf? It is difficult to see how the same hysteria will be avoided. It seems that the lack of interest which students evinced in the trip to Albany is justified. Next time it will take more than a few rumors to worry the student body, even if the situation is really serious, finally.

LAUGH 'TIL YOU CRY

For the past few years on or around April Fool’s Day, The Ticker staff has attempted to bring the Baruch community a lighter look at school and life in general. We hope that this year’s pages of mock “news,” “arts” and other stories will tickle your funnybone. We also hope that while you’re laughing you will appreciate the students evinced in the trip to Albany is justified. Next time it will take more than a few rumors to worry the student body, even if the situation is really serious, finally.

HAVE A HEART

Hale House is a temporary refuge for children of mothers who are unable to care for them due to drugs or to AIDS. A fundraising effort is now going on at Baruch. All students are urged to buy buttons. The proceeds will go to supporting Hale House. The dollar is going to be the best investment you’ll make all year.

Students getting involved in the fundraising effort realize the importance of Mother Hale’s work. Even those who are unfamiliar with her work can sympathize with the children born under such terrible circumstances. One way to get involved is to buy a small button, which will mean so much to the efforts going on at Hale House.

The Baruch community can be an example to others by taking the time to recognize the needs of these children.

Quotation of the Fortnight

"If the cut is as deep as the governor proposes we will have to non-respond some people.”

— Joe Segall, President of Baruch College
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A special offer for students, only for American Express Cardmembers.

**$99 Roundtrip Airfares On Northwest Airlines**

LAX

ORD

SEA

Only for full-time students. Please call 1-800-942-AMEX for complete details. Call 1-800-942-AMEX, MasterCard or American Express now for 899 round-trips in the continental U.S. and Canada—open travel dates.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

---

**BRIDGES (Continued from Page A3)**

The creation of an independent authority to spend $27 million to begin repair work, however, the new authority will be controlled by the City. In response to the Koch Administration's request for a special resolution, the Koch Administration was outoroughly supported by the City's Republican members on the City Council. The City's Republican members were divided on the issue. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card.

**CARIBBEAN (Continued from Page A4)**

mentality to accommodate the Caribbean's diverse population who sought knowledge in agriculture to meet the needs of the island countries. The Office should be responsible for the development of agricultural policies that would meet the needs of the island countries.

---

**TESTING THE FIRST AMENDMENT**

By MIchael J. Blustein

**BRIDGES**

The creation of an independent authority to spend $27 million to begin repair work, however, the new authority will be controlled by the Mayor. In response to the Koch Administration's request for a special resolution, the Koch Administration was opposed by the Republican members on the City Council. The City's Republican members were divided on the issue. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card. The only requirement for privileged travel: you can qualify now and can have your own Northwest Airlines Card.

---

**CARIBBEAN**

mentality to accommodate the Caribbean's diverse population who sought knowledge in agriculture to meet the needs of the island countries. The Office should be responsible for the development of agricultural policies that would meet the needs of the island countries.
College Students: 

**Funds** are now available for your **Education**

If you are interested in receiving scholarships*, fellowships*, grants*

Your eligibility is guaranteed regardless of financial status or academic performance.

For more information call: 1-800-283-8328

A National Service Committed to Higher Education

---

**NEWS**

**Physical Education Department**

**Chairperson** Foresees **Budget Trouble**

By Edward Asante

Rumors of an intense crisis situation at the Physical and Health Education Departments due to the recent $60 million budget crisis may have been overemphasized, according to Bill Eng, director of athletics.

"The budget cut has not really affected the department because most of our funds are from student activity fees, but nevertheless the sports teams have had to make many sacrifices," Eng said.

Eng went on to say that the Physical Education Department, as of now, is 100 percent enrolled with activity charges. Many more students could have registered for courses but have been denied the opportunity to have facilities to be affected approximately 10 percent because of the crisis. Eng said that "we barely have facilities that did 10 years ago," said Eng. The department chairperson, Alfred Paredo, explained that there has actually been a decrease in the number of students registering for Physical and Health Education courses, despite the fact that the Physical Education Department is in the B.A. success. Liberal Arts majors are still required to take at least one course in this department. The outlook for the department is troubled, "We have almost nothing to offer," Eng said.

The Physical Education Department, according to Eng, has only 60 percent enrolled activity charges.

"Our facilities are very limited and it is very difficult to do limited and it is very difficult to do," Eng said. The college itself is disadvantaged in terms of number of services and equipment purchased and as equipment wears out, it will be difficult to do.

An article which appeared in the Clarion following Gala Class Reunions:

"We have almost been overemphasized, according to Eng. The department chairperson, Alfred Paredo, explained that there has actually been an increase in the number of students registering for Physical and Health Education courses, despite the fact that the Physical Education Department is in the B.A. success. Liberal Arts majors are still required to take at least one course in this department. The outlook for the department is troubled, "We have almost nothing to offer," Eng said. The Physical Education Department, according to Eng, has only 60 percent enrolled activity charges.
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Computers

Altho...
Albany (Contact Free From Popen) was "between our 'school and The Downtown" and that the DSSG had to take the frasure, it was and were that the other schools pro­vided "bad administrative who were also them." And "the stu­dents," they probably it afterwards. "For our plan we were taking a risk by taking out a loan, but it was a given chance," added Boisson. However, there were not enough students interested. According to Mason, the cost wouldn't be "too much,"$550 to lease for the day, the lowest quote that was available. "It was the lowest quote that was available to us," he said. Mason felt that despite the low turnout from Baruch "Students are going up there to air their views," he said. "To go there and say, 'there were lots of students walking around making lots of noise with their different placards,'" Mason said. Boisson felt that mid-term exams "are going to continue through the weekend," even though they are trying to please the public, "they are going to continue through the weekend," he added. "The DSSG is also conducting a letter-writing campaign, which that was just for students to sit there and tell us the councillors specifically what's going on at their campus," explained Boisson.

The Ticker
We "OPEN" DOORS TO Opportunities & Careers IN:

Marketing Advertising Public Relations Accounting Graphic Arts Management Promotion Journalism More Info CALL 725-7622

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.

With name like "Educated" there is only one way we can be ahead of the competition. We're the first student loan company among student loans. We are a business of learning and helping people reach their goals. We're a different kind of loan company. We're not here to lend money. If you need help, ask. We're here to help you and your family realize your dreams. We're a different way to move towards success. We're different. We're Educated.

Educated by the Baruch College Fund, and if that is anything extreme. Our point is that we should not be affected too greatly and we just think that they're the best candidates for the posi­tion. What we're trying to get the gym to stay open... We're hoping it will survive the cut in the legislators in Albany." The Baruch College Fund, and if that is the best way to the president of the DSSG.

The Fitzgerald-Fox platform states that "as we will aggressively promote the college's programs as the most important aspect of social and academic life." Their platform includes the expansion of student power, ad­dress the needs of students, increase the number of students, and redress social and economic inequities. The platform states that "we will aggressively pursue the college's programs in the most important aspect of social and academic life." Their platform includes the expansion of student power, ad­dress the needs of students, increase the number of students, and redress social and economic inequities.
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LEARNING TO LEASE

By JOHN C. TIE

One of the problems we all have is getting along with others. The problem is having enough for the down payment on the car. As college students, we are faced with other financial needs and it is difficult to save enough for a down payment on a car. Therefore, you should learn to lease a car and not buy it.

"Leasing is an alternative to buying a new car. There are different leasing plans available to you. One of these plans is to lease a car. There are many leasing companies available to you.

The lease will give you a car for a specified period of time. The leasing company will provide insurance for the car. The car can be returned to the company when the lease is over.

"Term insurance is not permanent" is correct.

Universal life insurance is the best insurance. There are many other types of insurance available to you. You should consult with an insurance agent to find out which insurance plan is best for you.

Lowest Airfares for BARUCH COLLEGE STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From NEW YORK</th>
<th>From NEW YORK</th>
<th>From NEW YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>To:</td>
<td>To:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
<td>$230.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>$240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>$160.00</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>$240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antwerp</td>
<td>$170.00</td>
<td>$260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>$180.00</td>
<td>$270.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
<td>$290.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
<td>$310.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>$230.00</td>
<td>$320.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRAVEL CUT @ 563-2929
EXTENDED OFFICE HOURS

FEATURES, ARTS, APPLIANCES AND TRAIN INFORMATION

HOROSCOPES

By Weasyl Willie

CAPPEDRON (DECEMBER 2-JANUARY 19)
You are an upholder of tradition and authority. This is because you are often possessive and controlling. You can be a control freak. You are very opinionated and not easily swayed by others.

AQUARIUS (FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20)
You are very opinionated. You often have strong views on many issues. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions. You are not afraid to voice your opinions.

TAPERS (APRIL 20-JUNE 20)
You are very opinionated. You are often vocal in expressing your views. You are not afraid to voice your opinions. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions.

TAURUS (JUNE 21-JULY 22)
You are very opinionated. You are often vocal in expressing your views. You are not afraid to voice your opinions. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions.

SCORPIO (SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 22)
You are very opinionated. You are often vocal in expressing your views. You are not afraid to voice your opinions. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions.

OCTOBER 23-NOVEMBER 21
You are very opinionated. You are often vocal in expressing your views. You are not afraid to voice your opinions. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions.

LEO (JULY 23-AUGUST 22)
You are very opinionated. You are often vocal in expressing your views. You are not afraid to voice your opinions. You are often vocal in expressing your opinions.

THE MOVES OF SUMMER STINK LIKE SH...

By KING A'S PURCH

Hello, this is King A's PURCH. It's a beautiful summer day. The sun is shining and the birds are singing. It's a perfect day for a nice long walk in the park. I'm happy to be alive and I hope you are too.

Well, it's almost summer and that means Hollywood will be releasing the worst movies of the year. We have a list of the worst movies coming out this summer. Here they are:

1. "The Green Mile"
2. "The Mask"
3. "The Big Lebowski"
4. "The Flintstones"
5. "The Nutty Professor"

We hope you enjoy our list of the worst movies of summer. Stay tuned for more updates on the latest in Hollywood. Have a great summer!

THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, 1154 11TH AVENUE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 98175
**PATTER'S PARADISE**

Something nice is growing in Chestnut, something different. In Chestnut, things are looking up; Chestnut’s got a past. The past of the Patter’s Paradise, located at 46 W. 20th St. It’s the only ice cream shop in Manhattan. Since its opening on Sunday, it’s been open every day—7 days a week! People love to visit the shop as its owner, Barbara Patter, explains, “We just seem to be getting more and more customers.”

The course is spread out with the standard 11 holes between more concretely seen in new rounds this week. “I think it’s a great improvement,” said a player who had just finished his round. “The tee markers are well placed,” he added, “and the greens are a lot faster.”

“We get a good nighttime crowd here, mostly Yuppies...”

—BENJAMIN Z.

---

**Who are the Arabs? Lessons on the Arab World**

Arabs are descendents of the Semitic race. The original Arab tribes were nomads or semi-nomads who dwelled in the desert and the oases of the Arabian Peninsula. They were a mixture of the Bedouin, the Semite, and the Berber.

Today, the population of the Arab World is estimated to be around 320 million people. Of this number, 44 percent are under 15 years of age. The Arab population is the world’s fastest growing.

Who are the Arabs? Lessons on the Arab World by ANWAR ABDELQADER

Arabs are descendents of the Semitic race. The original Arab tribes were nomads or semi-nomads who dwelled in the desert and the oases of the Arabian Peninsula. They were a mixture of the Bedouin, the Semite, and the Berber.

**Arab Society**

Arab society is based on family ties. The Arab family is the central unit of Arab society. It consists of the husband, the wife, and their children. The family is the basic unit of Arab society and it is the foundation of Arab culture.

**Arabs and Islam**

Arabs are Muslims. Islam is the state religion of the Arab World. It is followed by the majority of Arabs. The Islamic faith is based on the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad, who is considered the last prophet of Allah.

**Arab Countries**

Arab countries are a multi-continental region that includes the Middle East, North Africa, and the Horn of Africa. The region is rich in geographical diversity. There are deserts that are bare and green pastures. The region is rich in natural resources. The region is rich in agricultural potential. The region is rich in cultural diversity.

**Arab Countries**

Arab countries are a multi-continental region that includes the Middle East, North Africa, and the Horn of Africa. The region is rich in geographical diversity. There are deserts that are bare and green pastures. The region is rich in natural resources. The region is rich in agricultural potential. The region is rich in cultural diversity.

**Arab Countries**

Arab countries are a multi-continental region that includes the Middle East, North Africa, and the Horn of Africa. The region is rich in geographical diversity. There are deserts that are bare and green pastures. The region is rich in natural resources. The region is rich in agricultural potential. The region is rich in cultural diversity.
Tales Of New York

NEVER IN NEW YORK

I started laughing. "I'll lose business!" All of them another fashion model on a runway. Three fashion-conscious lady came strut­...
The greatest pre-Islamic poems are the "thirty-thousand," which are well over fifty thousand lines of verse, and the "seventy-thousand," which are roughly the same length. These poems are mostly religious in content, though some deal with the natural world. They are written in the Arabic language, which is the official language of the Arab world.

Arabic is the language of the Quran, which is the holy book of Islam. It is also the language of the Arabic Bible, the Koran, which is the holy book of Islam. It is also the language of the Arabic press, the Arabic journals, and the Arabic newspapers.

The Arabic language is written in the Arabic script, which is a cursive script. It is written from right to left, and the letters are connected to one another.

The Arabic language is spoken by over 300 million people, and it is the official language of 23 countries. It is also spoken by many people in other countries, such as the United States, France, and the United Kingdom.

The Arabic language is written in the Arabic script, which is a cursive script. It is written from right to left, and the letters are connected to one another.

The Arabic language is spoken by over 300 million people, and it is the official language of 23 countries. It is also spoken by many people in other countries, such as the United States, France, and the United Kingdom.
THE TIME: Tuesday April 18th
THE PLACE: The Oak Lounge, Student Center
The 9th Street Theater presents
New York City Housing Justice Play
SEE THE DANCE OF THE TENEMENT BUILDINGS
Followed by the Baruch Student Election Candidates Forum

INQUIRE ABOUT WORKING DURING ELECTIONS
$8.00 per hour
Must be either an evening or a graduate student and available all 3 days
CALL 725-3385
The Noise That Was

Rock groove, "disappear fear" set for baruch engagement

By QUAN TRAN

Disappear Fear's drive album "Echo My Call" has been described as "the most important album of the year," and an album that will "take the rap world by storm." The album is a leap forward, for the very first time making rap into a musical genre. It's a musical genre that has been very much needed. The album shows that rap is now accepted as a legitimate music form

As beautiful and well produced as it is, the disc does not fall short of being an impact in the music industry. Critics and fans have praised the album for its production quality and its ability to captivate listeners. The album's sound is described as "a perfect blend of the old and new," with a "fresh and unique" sound that has never been heard before. The album's production quality is described as "excellent," with a "rhythm and flow" that is "incredible." The album's impact is described as "a powerful message," with a "message that is relevant to our time." The album's production quality is described as "excellent," with a "rhythm and flow" that is "incredible." The album's impact is described as "a powerful message," with a "message that is relevant to our time."
AN ORCHID NAMED JESSYE
BY ELOISE NIEDERKIRCHNER

Looking very ragged is a longhaired white woman gesturing good-bye to the side. Jessye Norman walked to the front of the orchestra stage. Never before had it been heard with enthusiastic admirers, Tak...}

The Virgin talks, Jocelyn, and Wolf and finished with the music of Strauss commended to the overflow, she began for which she is so famous. She also sang all of the major operatic Arias. Fredro, Kauffman, and Frank...
APRIL AND MAY MADNESS

By STEVEN SCHER

The long and grueling regular season is over and the same
season is about to begin. Season 1 of the NASL (North American
Soccer League) is almost here. In the June 12 game, the
Boston Breakers will play the New York Cosmos. The
Breakers have a new coach, a new star player, and a new
system of play. The Cosmos have a new coach, a new star
player, and a new system of play. The Breakers will be
led by former NASL player Jack bromfield, who has
agreed to split his time between the Breakers and the
Cosmos. The Cosmos will be led by former NASL player
Bob Bradley, who has also agreed to split his time between
the Breakers and the Cosmos. The Breakers have a new
coach, a new star player, and a new system of play. The
Cosmos have a new coach, a new star player, and a new
system of play. The Breakers will be led by former NASL
player Jack bromfield, who has agreed to split his time
between the Breakers and the Cosmos. The Cosmos will be
led by former NASL player Bob Bradley, who has also
agreed to split his time between the Breakers and the
Cosmos.
PUCK YOU!

By MICKEY KRAMER

"Matthew... Matt... Matt..."

With 40 seconds left in St. John's Open University gymnasium, 1983 NCAA Tournament Quarterfinals, Manhattan College's Matt Brust poised the ball on the free-throw line. Losing speed, the Manhattan Sophomore could feel the 8,000 fans' anxiety in the air as he prepared to make the free-throw attempt. His career hinged on this shot.

The crowd in Madison Square Garden, over 24,000 strong, was on its feet. Matt Brust had been the talk of New York basketball. He was a local hero, an unselfish player who had led Manhattan to the NCAA Tournament. The entire city was behind him. But this was the final moment of his basketball career. He knew that anything less than a perfect free-throw was unacceptable.

Breathtaking pressure. Matt Brust had been under pressure before. He had scored 30 points in his last game. He had won the Most Valuable Player award in the conference tournament. But this was different. This was the final second of his career. Everything was at stake.

The ball was still on the line. Matt Brust looked up and took a deep breath. Then he raised his free-throw attempt over his head, a perfect arc. The ball hit the rim, the bounce, and then dropped through the basket. The crowd erupted in a roar of approval. Matt Brust had made the shot. Manhattan had won.

This was Matt Brust's moment. He had lived for this. He had worked for this. He had dreamt of this.

The end of the basketball season, The end of Matt Brust's basketball career. But for Manhattan, the story was just beginning.
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BASEBALL'S BACK!

By MICKEY KRAMER

The great American pastime has returned and I've got my annual Major League preview.

American League East: Tough to call. A former powerhouse, the League is now inferior to the West.

Milwaukee Brewers - If healthy, this team is one of the top lefties in the game. But, if healthy, John Candelaria are adequate. Never have as good a year as last. Great thump in the outfield but they still need more punch. Pitching is solid but they don't execute the little things that win games, the Statesmen may be in for a long season.

The Twins fall a little short in the hitting department. Last season, along with the pride, Wally Backman and Dan Gladwick need some more punch. The offense is strong but they don't win the close games.

The loss of Mitch Williams to the Brewers is a major loss. The Twins will have a tough season. Playing on the road is always tough physically and mentally. The Statesmen will be playing division III teams in the CUNY conference and division II teams in the Knick conference, as well as schools from outside the conferences.

An absolute phenomenon at 41. The Twins fall a little short in the hitting department. Last season, along with the pride, Wally Backman and Dan Gladwick need some more punch. The offense is strong but they don't win the close games.

The loss of Mitch Williams to the Brewers is a major loss. The Twins will have a tough season. Playing on the road is always tough physically and mentally. The Statesmen will be playing division III teams in the CUNY conference and division II teams in the Knick conference, as well as schools from outside the conferences.

If Baruch is to make an impact this season, they will have to work on fundamentals. If they don't execute the little things that win games, the Statesmen may be in for a long season.

PITCHING - None.

New York Yankees - Even with Winfield and Santana healthy, this team was in trouble. A long year is in store for this desiccated squad.

The Doc will lead the Mets to victory.

By STEVEN SCHEER

Last year the Baruch College Baseball team finished with a record of 12-79-1. The school's first winning season in a decade.

The Statesmen made it all the way to the CUNY semifinals by defeating CCNY in the first round. In the semi, to decide who would play in the CUNY final, the Statesmen are 1-5-1 and vs. West Gardner, Mike Boddicker (7-3) and John Farrell are three of the best players in the game, but this team has stronger pit...